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Thanks for your support

A.T.A.P. COMPANIES

MARK 9:23 – “IF THOU CANST BELIEVE, ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE TO HIM WHO BELIEVEST”

A.T.A.P. Universe Learning Centers, Inc | A.T.A.P. Financial Services

Dr. Joyce “Jo” Hewell, CEO        R.E. “Buddy” Hewell, CFO

PREPARING
Prepare to
LIVE LONG and PROSPER
ACCUMULATE
APPRECIATING ASSETS
Save today to
SECURE your tomorrows

CARING
The mission of A.T.A.P. COMPANIES is to
“Help people to live life and to live it more abundantly”

SHARING
Help to prevent disease; Cure the sick; Comfort the afflicted; Feed the hungry; Clothe and shelter those in need

GOD, Grant me the serenity to accept the things I can not change. Courage to change the things I can and the WISDOM to know the difference.

HAPPINESS is thinking of others first, yourself last and GOD always. All a person is remembered for is what they did for others.

As mankind thinketh in their minds... so they are.

Adversity is Inevitable ***** Stress is OPTIONAL.

Anything that your mind can DREAM and you BELIEVE, you can ACHIEVE. GOD created you to be SUCCESSFUL and HAPPY.

REGRET looks back, FEAR looks around... FAITH looks UP.

www.atapcompanies.com | atapcos@embarqmail.com

The word “robot” is precisely 100 years old this year. It was coined by the Czech writer Karel apek, in a play that set the template for a century’s machine dreams and nightmares. The robots in that play, R.U.R., look and act like people, do all the work of humans—and wipe out the human race before the curtain falls.

However, people become attached to their robots. Military units have held funerals for bomb-clearing robots blown up in action. Nurses in hospitals teeter their robot colleagues. People in experiments have declined to rat out their robot teammates. As robots get more likeable, people probably will invest them with even more affection and trust—too much, perhaps. The influence of fantasy robots leads people to think that today’s real machines are far more capable than they really are. Adapting well to their presence among us, experts say, must start with realistic expectations.

Robots now deliver food in Milton Keynes, England, tote supplies in a Dallas hospital, disinfect patients’ rooms in China and Europe, and wander parks in Singapore, nagging pedestrians to maintain social distance.

Some humans make use of wearable robots, or exoskeletons—combinations of sensors, computers, and motors. Arms with hooks attached, demonstrated by Sarcos Robotics engineer Fletcher Garrison, can lift up to 200 pounds—perhaps as an aid to airport luggage handlers.

Yukio Taguchi, a 59-year-old paraplegic, wears HAL (Hybrid Assistive Limb), developed by Cyberdyne. Taguchi was a surfer and snowboarder for more than 30 years. After a spinal cord injury, he began to train with HAL two times a month at Tsukuba Robocare Center in Tsukuba, Japan.

“The exoskeleton, manufactured by a Japanese firm called Cyberdyne, consisted of two connected white tubes that curved across my back, a belt at my waist, and two straps on my thighs. It felt like being strapped into a parachute or an amusement park ride. I bent at the waist to lift a 40-pound container of water, which should have hurt my lower back. Instead, a computer in the tubes used the change in position to deduce that I was lifting an object, and motors kicked in to assist me.” (More advanced users would have worn electrodes so the device could read the signals their brain was sending to their muscles.)

The robot was designed to assist only my back muscles; when I squatted and put the effort into my legs, as you’re supposed to, the device didn’t help much. Still, when it worked, it seemed like a magic trick—I felt the weight, then I didn’t:”

Cyberdyne sees a large market in medical rehabilitation; it also makes a lower-limb exoskeleton that is being used to help people regain the use of their own legs.

For many of its products, “another market will be for workers, so they can work longer and without risking injuries,” Cyberdyne spokesman Yudai Katami said.

Sarcos Robotics, the other maker of exoskeletons, is thinking along similar lines. One purpose of his devices, said CEO Wolff, was “allowing humans to be more productive so they can keep up with the machines that enable automation.”

Designers of the revolutionary RBO Hand 3, a soft robotic hand made of flexible materials, are working to give it something akin to a human’s sense of touch. Features include sensors that measure strain via electrical resistance and embedded acoustics to track where fingers are in contact with objects (or humans) and the amount of force.

In a world that now fears human contact, it won’t be easy to fill jobs caring for children or the elderly. Maja Matarí, a computer scientist and roboticist at the University of Southern California, develops “socially assistive robots”—machines that do social support rather than physical labor.

One of her lab’s projects, for example, is a robot coach that leads an elderly user through an exercise routine, then encourages the human to go outside and walk.

“It says, ‘I can’t go outside, but why don’t you take a walk and tell me about it?’” Matarí told me. The robot is a white plastic head, torso, and arms that sits atop a rolling metal stand. But its sensors and software allow it to do some of what a human coach would do—for example, saying, “Bend your left forearm inward a little,” during exercise, or “Nice job!” afterward.

When walking around her lab—a warren of young people in cubicles are working on the technologies that might let a robot help keep the conversation going in a support group, for example, or respond in a way that makes a human feel like the machine is empathizing. When asked if people ever got creeped out at the thought of a machine watching over Grandpa. Matarí said “We’re not replacing caregivers. We are filling a gap. Grown-up children can’t be there with elderly parents. And the people who take care of other people in this country are underpaid and underappreciated. Until that changes, using robots is what we’ll have to do.”

Stay safe and thank your caregiver because the robots have yet to come.

Thanks National Geographic for the information that was used here.
October 2020
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so many other responses inspired the board to do even more for those with the greatest need.

The board decided to purchase 500 masks, with the PVACF logo on them, and distribute one to each of our members. The response from our membership was so great, that the board recently decided to purchase 500 more masks and we will send one to any member that requests another mask.

Also, we have created a COVID-19 Emergency Grant Program and funded it with an initial $20,000. You can go to page 14 to see if you qualify and if so, how you can apply for emergency assistance. A committee has been established to review all requests and to make funding decisions based upon the information received.

We will get through this together, as we gradually opening things up again.

STAY SAFE! STAY WELL!

John DeMauro

(REEP) is being done while keeping our distance. We put the item outside and ask whomever is picking it up to sign documents, which are also outside on a table. Our chapter board meetings are being held via Zoom and I have a Zoom meeting with our chapter president nearly every day.

A couple of months ago, the chapter board of directors voted to send each of our members a $100 Amazon gift card to help with any extra expenses they may have had as a result of being isolated due to the virus. We received many thank you notes and some were returned, asking us to give it to someone with a greater need. One member sent back the card and an additional check for $100 as a donation. Some of the comments we received were; “I was amazed to receive the chapter’s most generous $100 amazon Gift Card to make life easier during this COVID-19 lockdown”, “Thank you for the gift card, it is greatly appreciated”, “Thank you for the gift card. I really appreciate it. It really benefited me and my teenage daughter,” “You sending the gift card was greatly appreciated. I got $100 worth of cheer and happiness from the sending of the card and your lovely letter” (this person returned the card and asked us to use it to help a veteran with a greater need). These and so many other responses inspired the board to do even more for those with the greatest need.

The board decided to purchase 500 masks, with the PVACF logo on them, and distribute one to each of our members. The response from our membership was so great, that the board recently decided to purchase 500 more masks and we will send one to any member that requests another mask.

Also, we have created a COVID-19 Emergency Grant Program and funded it with an initial $20,000. You can go to page 14 to see if you qualify and if so, how you can apply for emergency assistance. A committee has been established to review all requests and to make funding decisions based upon the information received.

We will get through this together, as we gradually opening things up again.

STAY SAFE! STAY WELL!

John DeMauro
Changing Lives through Successful Planning

Joel Garris, J.D., CFP®
407-629-6477

A huge Thank You to our largest contributor ...

Paralyzed Veterans of America
Vehicle Donation Program

Especially now, we need your support.
Donate a car, truck or other vehicle. The process is easy,
the pick-up is free, and your gift is tax-deductible.

GIVE TODAY

LAND CLEARING ENTERPRISE
500 North Way • Sanford FL 32773
I would like to thank the PVA Bass Tour and all the chapter’s that have ever held a bass tournament and for the many years of support and opportunities given to me to live my dream. I have qualified once again for the 2020 Bass Nation Tournament to be held in Florence Alabama on November 11 through November 13. This will give me a chance to make it to the Bass Masters classic and represent the Paralyzed Veterans of America and the Central Florida PVA. My history goes way back with the PVA and Fishing.

The U.S. Open was started back in the 1980s in Sanford Florida by the Central Florida PVA chapter. Then the National PVA began the tournament trail hosted by other PVA chapters in several different states. In the 1990s National PVA started the PVA Bass tour, a tournament trail all over the U.S. it was from Florida to California to Washington DC. The first PVA Tour Championship was held at Lake Havasu, Arizona on the Colorado River in 1997. I finished second that year but I was already the one that got hooked. I’ve fished with some really great guys over the years and I have some really good fish stories. Through the years the trail got bigger and better. Sometimes we had over 100 boaters at a tournament and the chapters and the leadership came together and gave us the opportunity to fish at a competitive level and make new friends and follow our dreams. The biggest thing was to get our members out of the house and not just sitting at home doing nothing. It’s a great sport. Get out there, you will love it.

I took a break to take care of my wife Dorothy in 2009. I have been back now for several years and I feel like I really have a chance of making my dream come true this year by making it to the Bassmasters Classic. This is my third time qualifying. Let me tell you how you can get here.

Paralyzed Veterans of America Bass Tour is a series of two day tournaments held at various locations around the country. Each tournament consists of an open/team competition for anglers who fish from a boat or bank competitions for competitors who prefer to fish from shore.

In the open/team competitions, disabled anglers are paired with able-body partners who serve as coaches, choose baits, and help find fishing locations. On the first day of competition only the disabled anglers compete for points and prizes. On the second day, the paired anglers compete as a team for cash and prizes. At the end of the tournament trail the disabled PVA member with the most points is AOTY (angler of the year) and gets a spot at the BASS Nation Tournament.

The B.A.S.S. Nation is a global network of locally organized clubs whose members participate in and support a range of activities, including tournaments, conservation initiatives and youth programs. Competitors qualify through a series of local and regional tournaments Bass Masters Classic.

This is a very prestigious event. I have worked hard and have had a lot of love and support from family, sponsors and friends. Please make sure to login and watch the live weigh in on Bass Masters.com the days of the tournament November 11 through the 13th 2020.

2020 TNT Fireworks BASS Nation Championship at Lake Pickwick, Florence, Alabama.
THE PVACF COVID-19 EMERGENCY GRANT

Overview
The purpose of this program is to support our membership during their time of need as they live their lives through the 2020 COVID-19 Pandemic.

Grant Detail
This grant will be provided to individual chapter members negatively affected by the COVID-19 Pandemic for up to $500. The grant may be applied to those chapter members needing assistance financially in the areas of food, housing, health care and basic living expenses. Chapter members are only encourage to apply for this grant if they can demonstrate a need.

Eligibility
All chapter members in good standing and not having previously received this grant are eligible. Eligible chapter members should consider applying for this grant if they clearly and without question need financial assistance. Doing so will ensure that the available funds will be available for those chapter members with the greatest hardships during the COVID-19 Pandemic.

Grant Requirements
Proof of chapter membership (this will be confirmed by office staff via the PVA Portal)
Proof of membership in good standing (which for the purposes of this grant will be based upon the member not being on membership probation or having any outstanding debt to the chapter. The chapter must have current contact information on the member. Address, phone number, email address.

Proof of need (past due notice for utility bill, past due notice for rent or mortgage payment, statement of need for food or health care).
Description of how you and/or your family have been negatively affected by the COVID-19 Pandemic.

Distribution Process
Funds will be distributed directly to vendor. For food, gift cards will be provided from the vendor of the chapter member’s choice.

Grant Oversight
A COVID-19 Emergency Grant Funding Committee, made up of the Chapter President, Treasurer and Executive Director, will review all grant requests and will with sole discretion and authority approve, deny or modify any grant request, in whole or in part, for any reason they deem necessary. All decisions made by the committee will be final and will not be subject to appeal.

Disbursement of Funds
Upon approval, the Executive Director will notify the member of the committee’s decision via phone and will verify method of payment of the grant. Under no circumstances will any funds be distributed or released in advance of or without the COVID-19 Emergency Grant Funding Committee’s approval.

On National Nonprofit Day, fight for those that fought for you. Our members receive the benefits and services they need when you donate your gently used clothes and household goods. To donate, visit: https://secure.pva.org/default.aspx?tid=9491&donationAmount=other&mSource=WEQYDFW2GPG&_ga=2.1705549.1607860698.1552920854-258900882.1542139382

Be kind to humankind! You can NGIVE back to PVA members by donating your gently used clothes and household goods. Your donation can help a paralyzed veteran today. To learn more and donate: https://secure.pva.org/default.aspx?tid=9491&donationAmount=other&mSource=WEQYDFW2GPG&_ga=2.1705549.1607860698.1552920854-258900882.1542139382
Shooting COVID Style

Amir Phisdad
Steve Kirk
Danny Guppenberger

WE BRING THE VAN TO YOU!
SAFE. CONVENIENT. TRUSTED.

For nearly 50 years Rollx Vans has been providing Veterans Nationwide the safest most convenient way to purchase a wheelchair accessible vehicle.

We take great pride in serving those who served our country.

SEARCH INVENTORY
SHOP ONLINE FROM HOME

FINALIZE DETAILS
SKILLED STAFF TO ASSIST YOU

FREE DELIVERY
TOUCHLESS HOME DELIVERY

ENJOY YOUR FREEDOM
100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEE!

Veterans get up to $3000 off the purchase of your Rollx Van!
Call 800-956-6668 or visit us at rollxvans.com
2018 Chrysler Pacifica Touring L Edition with navigation, BraunAbility wheelchair conversion. BraunAbility Chrysler Pacifica wheelchair van offers you the most of everything: a cabin interior fully 2" wider and 7" longer than any other accessible Pacifica, plus a ramp rated to a 1,000-lb capacity. Ideal for taller wheelchair users or larger wheelchairs. Contains Q’straint docking station to secure the wheelchair in either the passenger or driver position. Removable passenger and driver seats. Low mileage - 14,600 miles. Original owner. Kneeling system. Power foldout ramp. Maintained by Mobility Works. Like new. Asking Price: $54,900. Contact: hdborrazo@msn.com or 386-262-4225

Getting Paralyzed Veterans Walking Again with Indego®

New VA Program offers eligible veterans an Indego® Exoskeleton at no cost.

What is Indego?
A robotic device that enables veterans to walk again.

Indego is an FDA-approved exoskeleton worn around the waist and legs that enables individuals paralyzed from spinal cord injuries to stand and walk, offering a new level of independence.

Indego can currently be used with spinal cord injury levels of T3 to L5 in community or home settings.

Free Indego Webinars
During the first Thursday of every month you can join a free live webinar to learn more about the Indego and hear from a veteran who owns a device already.

Contact us today to reserve your spot or find out if you are eligible to receive an Indego exoskeleton at no cost.
Email: support.indego@parker.com
Phone: 844-846-3346

Watch Marine Veteran Steve Holbert's story at www.indego.com/veterans